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ERGODIC THEOREMS FOR AN ASYMPTOTICALLY 
NONEXPANSIVE SEMI-GROUP IN HILBERT SPACES

Kwang Pak Park and Jong Kyu Kim

1. Introduction
The origin of ergodic theory lies in statistical mecha

nics. We are interested in proving the existence of limit 
of time averages. The recent developements in the ergo
dic thfiQry of ironlinmr ma흐pings in ffilhent space-Star
ted with the result of B. Baillon(El]).

Baillon considered a nonexpansive mapping T of a real 
Hilbert space H into itself. He prove that if T has fixed 
points in H then for every x m H9 the cesaro mean：

Snx——ZZ T x converges weakly as ns to a fixed point 

of T.
A corresponding theorem for a strongly continuous one 

parameter semi-group of nonexpansive mappings S(t), 
t>Q was given soon after Baillon^ work by Baillon and 
Brezis ([2]). Also, a similar result of Baillon^ work 
was obtained by Hirano and Takahashi for an asymptoti
cally nonexpansive mapping ([3])・

But above results are all the cases for existence of 
weak limit of cesaro mean.

From the example of Genel and Lindenstrauss ([4]), it 
follows that there exists a nonexpansive mapping suck 
that the time average does not converge strongly.
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Therefore, Pazy (C5J) gave some further assumes on 
the mapping in order to assure the strong convergence 
of cesaro mean.

A corresponding result for a continuous one parameter 
semi-group of nonexpansive mapping S(Z), ^>0 was pro
ved soon after Pazy's work by J. K. Kim and K・S. Ha 
(E6J) and recently, J.K. Kim and K. P. Park proved the 
existence of strong limit of cesaro mean for an asympto
tically nonexpansive mapping ([7]),

In this paper, we are going to prove the cesaro mean 
4好=号 J。S(i)x dt converges strongly to a common fixed 

point E(S) = (JF(S(l)) for an asymptotically nonexpansive 
semi-group S0), £〉0.

Furthermore, in the near future, we are going to 
study of the existence of strong limit of cesaro mean for 
an almost nonexpansive mapping.

2. Main results

Let H denote a real Hilbert space with inner product 
(・，・)and norm il«|| which is induced by inner product.

Let C be a closed convex subset of H and let {S(£)： 
方〉아 be a family of mapping from C into itself satisfying 
the following conditions：

(x). S(t+s) = S(t)S(s) for all t9 5>0
(ii).  S(0)北=Ix for all xwC,

(iii) . S(t)x is continuous in i>0 for all x^C,
(iv) . S(Z)^||<aJ|x-^||for all x, y(^C,

where lim 1.t -oo
The family (S0)： £20} is called an asymptotically 

nonexpansive semi-group on C.
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Let F(S(t)) be the set of all fixed points of S(t) in C 
for every t>0 and F(S)~\JF(S(t)) (common fixed point 
of S(f), i>0-

Let we define the cesaro mean：

/以二Wf S(t}xdt for all x^C and Q0.

The following theorem is well known ([3])・

Theorem 1. ([3]) Let C be a closed convex subset of a 
real Hilbert space H. And let {S(£): ^>0} be an asympt
otically nonexpansive semi-group and for all z in C, [S 
(£)가 is bounded. Then the cesaro mean {Axx} converges 
weakly to a common fixed point p in F(S).

Let be a unit ball of I2 it is shown that there exists 
a nonexpansive mapping T and a point in B such that 
the cesaro mean does not converge strongly in Z2. In this 
paper, we will prove that one has strong convergence of 
{4人싸 to a common fixed point p of F(S) for an asym
ptotically nonexpansive semi-group S(t), t>0, adding 
suitable assumption.

Proposition 2・ Let C and {S(言)：t>0} satisfy the same 
assumptions as in theorem 1. Then the F(S) is nonempty 
and it is closed and convex subset of C.

Proof. In ([3]) F(S) is nonempty, closedness of F(S) 
is nonempty, closedness of F(S) is obvious. To show con
vexity, it is sufficient to prove that z=(%+_y)/2 U F(S) 
for all x9y F(S), we have

||S(l)N—y|] = ||S(t)z—S(f”||MaJ|z—：y||=l/2a llx—^11.

Since Hilbert space is uniformly convex Banach space,, 
we have
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llz—SR) 시 gl/2(l—8(2/a,)) 이I%-外 

and hence for i>0,

z=lim S(s)z=lim S(s+t)z s—8 S—8
=S(l) lim S(s)z=S(t)z. S~8

Lemma 3. Let C and (S(Z): 아 satisfy the same ass
umptions as in theorem 1. Then for each x in C and £〉0, 
there exists 九>0, such that for all i>to9 there exists 
為〉0 satisfying

\\A2x—S(/)<£ for all 2>^0

Proof. Since

Il4侈一 Z세 Jj]S0)% —Z세 2 次

iW — & 시|W

for all x in C, u in H.
If we set u=S(t)A2x9 then

皿4危一 =*「JjS(S)% — S(이시 [2』S

一手 J ||S(5)x一A^xW2 ds

for all £<崩・ Hence

S0)」4q이[2=*J j|S(s)%—S(t)4/이卩 ds

|(S(s)x—丿£시I，ds

一孑・Jj|S(s)*一4岡]2 ds

I S(s)»—・S0)&시|2 ds
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+7J0 】|S(s+£)*—S(£)h4/이|2 ds

—|[S(s)%-」功시2 ds

M打、」lS(s)*—S(，)4岡〔2 ds

+(at)2if^' "||S(s)*—An새2 d$

1 ex1 |[S(s)%—/顼세2 ds 
0

M土J[l|S(s)%—S(£)4闵|2 ds

+ («?—l)yjo ||S(s)多一&列]하 ds.

If we set is diameter of {5(s)x： s>©}, thmi we_have 
|[S(s)%—4闵卩흐 for all 人〉0・ By the hypothesis, for 

all £>0, there exists f>0 such that (a?—1) for

all t〉扁. Therefore
(a?一 1)号J。|[S(s) —&引2 ds<备斗2 =忘_

and there exists 為〉0 such that for all 无〉為

普 f l|S(s)为一S(t)4闵卩 ds<翌、 x J o 2
Hence

— S(/)&시 IV上.

Theorem 4. Let C and {S(t): f>0} satisfy the assum
ptions as in theorem 1. If S(£) is compact for all i>0, 
then- J： S(t)x dt converges strongly to a common 

fixed point p in F(S) as A->oo.

Proof. By theorem 1, {A2x} converges weakly to a 
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point p in F(S). Let {A；/} be a subsequence of {Axx}9 
then since for all z^C9 {S0)하 is bounded {4讨} is bo
unded. Hence, by compactness of S(/), there exists a 
subsequence {A^k x} of {A；ax} such that S(/)A；jfex con

verges strongly to a point p0 in C. Also by lemma 2・,
眇一Zolglim 亿為 x—S(t)A^ x||-^0, uniformly in t>09 

广- kj 勺
thus p=po> Therefore, we have

昭 yT 心為广四）七시 + 住） 句严』

and also, it implies that {& x} converges strongly to

p in F(S) for all ^eC*.
Theor[ 5- Let C and {S(O： 40} satisfy the same 

assumptions in theorem 1. If (I—S(t)) transfer응 closed 
bounded subsets of C into closed subsets of then for 
every x^C, {Axx} converges stron이y to a common 
fixed point P^F(S) as 人一，。。.

Proof. We will prove that every subseque효ce of {& 
x} has a strongly convergent subsequence to a common 
fixed point of S0), ^>0. By theorem 1 {A^x} converges 
weakly to a point QWF(S).

Lct{AXf[x} be a subsequence of {A^x}.
First case, if there exists a subsequence {A2jt 씨 of 

{&j产} such that AXk x UF(S) for all integer

(A. x} converges strongly to a point Z(sF(S). 
'kj

case, if there has no subsequence {Aik x} of 

/, then

Second

⑷产}

with A. xUF(S) for some j we can assume without 

loss of generality that A九为U F(S) as a subsequence.
Therefore (Z—S(/))A^ %孑=0. On the other hand, let G= "A
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x； &=1,2,3…,} (strong closure of {&/}) then G 
is closed and bounded set, Hence (/—S(t))G is a closed 
set by assumption. By lemma 3, since (I一S(t))&产 

converges sfron이y to 0, uniformly on ^>0, we have,

OU 以一 S(t))G=(」S(l))G.

Hence there exists an element p^G such that (Z—S(t)) 
力=0・ Since (/—，(£))』々 芝{/如产}・ Hence p is an
element of the derived set of {&/}, and so there exi
sts a subsequence {Aift x] of {Aikx} such that {A>k x} 

converges strongly to a point p in F(S). This is the 
complete proof of the theorem.
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